ProbleC71: ~ Find the largest strictly increasing series of integer numbers for which the Smarandac:le Function is strictly deceasing".
'\Iy intention is to prove that there exists series of arbitrary finite length with the properties described above.
To begin with, define PI := 2, P2 := 3, P3 := 5 and more generally, pn := the nth prime.
:.iO\V we have the following lemma:
Lemma: PI; < PI;~I < 2 PI; for all k E: N. (6).
Proof: :\. theorem conjectured by Bertrand Russell and proven by Tchebychef states that for ail natural numbers n ~ 2, there exists a prime P such that n < P < 2n. Using this theorem for n := PJc, we get Pic < P < 2 Pic (*) for at least one prime p. The smallest prime > PI; is Phi' so P ~ PIc-r1' But then it is obvious that (-*") is satisfied by P := PIc+1' Hence
This lem.rna plays an important role in the proof of the rollowing theorem:
Theorem:
Let n be a natural number ~ 2 and define the series {Xdk:J of length n \foreover we know that PHI -Pic ~ 2 for all k ~ 2 because both Pic and Pk+! are odd integers. This inequality gives us the following result:
Jc=2 1c=2
so pn ~ 2n -1 for all n ~ 3. In other words,
p2n-i: > 2k for k = n -1. The fact that P2n-i: increases and 2k decreases as k decreases from n -1 to a implies that P2n-k > 2k for all k E {a, ... , n -I}. From this last inequality and ( .. ) it follows that 5( Xi:) = P2n-k. This formula brings us to the conclusion:
Example: For n = 10 Theorem (12) generates the following series: 
